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Advantages
beautifully contoured 
matrices for anatomical 
restorations

comfortable matrix 
positioning

stable matrix tightening

easy-to-tighten matrices

obstacle-free, accessible 
operating fi eld 

embrace
simplicity

new!

myQuickmat 
All-round

polydentia.ch

ESPECIALLY 
INTENDED 
FOR RESTORATIONS 
IN CASE OF:
•  Missing adjacent tooth
•  Teeth with missing cusps
•  Tooth isolation for core build-up
•  MOD’s
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Testimonial

“Modern conservative dentistry 
needs restorative solutions 
that simplify our procedures, 
making them more precise and 
effi  cient at the same time.
myQuickmat All-round is 
a good example of this. It 
allows performing posterior 
restorations comfortably and 
straightforwardly,
achieving anatomical results 
with natural contours and 
correct contact points.”

Dr Jordi Manauta, 
Italy
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for more 
information

Images courtesy of Dr Jordi Manauta

myQuickmat All-round is the circumferential matrix system designed to perform anatomical 
posterior restorations of teeth with missing structures. The easy-to-use Quickmat All-round matrices 
enable restorations with naturally contoured anatomies and tight contact surfaces. Thanks to API 
(Autoclavable Placement Instrument), positioning Quickmat All-round matrices is stable and 
straightforward. API provides support and prevents the tensioning spool from tilting during matrix 
tightening. With myQuickmat All-round circumferential matrix system, you can comfortably treat 
challenging cases in the posterior region, working on an obstacle-free, accessible operating fi eld.
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The Wedge
Interdental wedges that 
combine fl exibility and rigidity 
for optimal matrix adaptation 
even in concave areas.

anatomically contoured 
for better restorations 
and correct contact 
points

easy tightening 
by hand

ultra-thin 
(0.03mm) for 
tight contact 
points

API
(Autoclavable 

Placement 
Instrument for 

Quickmat All-round)

API is the Autoclavable Placement 
Instrument that makes Quickmat 

All-round stable and easy to 
place. Ergonomic and easy to use, 

API is the All-round Star!

Quickmat 
All-round
circumferential 
matrices

myQuickmat All-round introkit - REF 6850

2  pcs  API (Autoclavable Placement Instrument 
  for Quickmat All-round)
15  pcs  Quickmat All-round circumferential
  posterior matrices, premolar - 0.03mm / 5.5mm
15  pcs  Quickmat All-round circumferential
  posterior matrices, molar - 0.03mm / 6.3mm
45  pcs  The Wedge interdental wedges - assorted

refi llskit

REF 7013
The Wedge
Medium (M) 
100 pcs

REF 7015
The Wedge 
Large (L) 
100 pcs

REF 7011
The Wedge
Extrasmall (XS) 
100 pcs

REF 6851
API, Autoclavable 
Placement 
Instrument for 
Quickmat All-round
2 pcs

REF 7012
The Wedge 
Small (S) 
100 pcs

REF 6855
Quickmat All-round
circumferential posterior 
matrices - premolar 
0.03mm/5.5mm
35 pcs

REF 6856
Quickmat All-round
circumferential posterior 
matrices - molar 
0.03mm/6.3mm
35 pcs


